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Rigid Silo

F Steel F Stainless Steel F Aluminum F Resin
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Avantages

I 

Volume: up to 200 m
Bottom: conical
Dimensions

Our assembly team travels on site for mounting the silo and its accessories.
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F On foot F 

bottom cover 

F On terrace 

your requirements for storage and distribution.
Rigid silos allow contained storage of powders and high density bulk material.density bulk material.

Dedusting filter

Relief valve

Level probe

Service valve

Railing
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I 

F Automatic butterfly 

valve: ensure tightness 
of the silo

F Automatic slide 

valve: to ensure tight-
ness of the silo and to 
allow a full bore

F Rotary valve: to 
ensure tightness of the 
silo and product dosing

F Service valve: to 
isolate the silo for main-
tenance operations

F Inerting and 

nitrogen degassing: 
valves for inerting and 
nitrogen degassing
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F Continuous level 

probe: sets the silo fil-
ling level (guided radar, 
cable radar)

F Level probe (all 

or none): with pallet, 
vibration or capacitive 
technology

F Pressure sensor: 

measuring pressure in 
the silo

F Oxygen sensor: 

measuring the level of 
oxygen in the silo

F Load cells: to control 
the amount of material 
in the silo
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F Vibrating bin aera-

tor: to ease the flow of 
the material with light 
pressures

F Bin activator: vibra-
tion of the bottom of the 
silo for extraction

F Air cannons: high 
rate air injection

F Bridge breaker ham-

mer: to avoid arches

To secure access to the roof of the silo

F 
To release the energy generated by the explosion

the storage volumes.

Equi pment for Silo

F 

F 
Connection for tank truck or pneumatic conveying line

F 
End point of pneumatic conveying system feeding the silo

The expansion chamber allows stopping the speed of the material when it arrives into the 
silo. The product falls as rain and prevents abrasion of the walls of the silo.

F 
Separating the material from the air flow

grade versions are possible.
 

 

 

Rigid Silo 

Safety

Relief valve

Safety device to avoid rises 
of pressure
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